A 'Southern Cross' method for the analysis of genome organization and the localization of transcription units.
A 'Southern Cross' hybridization method is described which permits the rapid restriction mapping of DNA molecules, up to 40 kb in size, for at least ten enzymes in a single operation. The procedure allows the full set of 32P-end-labelled fragments derived from one restriction enzyme digest to intersect and attempt to hybridize to the gel-separated fragments of as many as ten unlabelled digests immobilized on parallel sheets of filter paper. A two-dimensional array of hybridization spots is revealed on each recipient paper, indicating which radioactive and non-radioactive DNA fragments have sequences in common. A restriction map can then be directly and simply deduced from the matrix of hybridization spots in each cross-blot. The method affords advantages over other procedures for obtaining restriction maps in terms of the time required, the number of restriction enzymes that can be mapped, and the potential for eliminating ambiguity. It is also sufficiently sensitive to detect DNA rearrangements and restriction-site polymorphisms in moderately complex genomes. Furthermore, the procedure is applicable to other aspects of the study of genome organization: for example, the exon and intron areas of a segment of cloned genomic DNA can be identified by cross-hybridizing a set of radioactive restriction fragments from the genomic clone against immobilized RNA from a cell type of interest.